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1. Introducing Etops
Company overview
Etops is active along the entire value chain of 
wealth managers, including services, technology, 
and consulting. Etops offers outsourced services for 
all back-and mid-office tasks. The combination of 
electronic interfaces based on a unique machine-
learning parser technology developed by Etops, 
which reads and processes bank statements and 
booking confirmations, ensures a high proportion of 
custodian bank coverage and data processing with 
very low error rates. This creates an ideal environment 
for flexible multi-bank setups in all reporting and 
data visualization areas and wealth management 
platforms. 

On this basis, Etops offers portfolio management 
solutions for wealth and asset managers, pension 
funds, and family offices, as well as comprehensive 
reporting and dashboard solutions for all types of 
banks. Each Etops solution and implementation 
is supported by experienced consultants both in IT 
and in the business context. The range of products 
includes both standard software and tailor-made 
solutions. Etops also offers SaaS-based platforms 
enabling even smaller market participants to access 
state-of-the-art technology at a competitive price 
and to cover all compliance requirements. Etops 
currently serves more than 35 clients with over CHF 
40 billons of assets under-reporting.

Thought leader
Key business facts:
Founded
2010

HQ Address
Hinterbergstrasse 17
6330 Cham 
Switzerland

Company Size
51-200 employees

Website
www.etops.ch

Target Regions
Eastern Europe, Western 
Europe

Target Wealth 
Management Firms
Asset Managers, Bank Wealth 
Managers, Digital Wealth Man-
agers, End Private Clients, Fami-
ly Offices, Financial Advisors
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Pius Stucki – Founder and CEO of Etops Group AG

Pius Stucki has broad experience in product management and 
information systems for the asset management industry. Having 
worked with Swiss banks and family offices for a number of 
years, he has built up extensive experience with operations and 
software solutions for asset managers, family offices, pension 
funds, and private banks.  Pius holds a Bachelor of Science in 
Business and a Master of Business in Information Systems 
from the Virginia Commonwealth University Richmond, 
Virginia, United States.  Specialties include operations of asset 
managers, (fund of) hedge funds, system integration for asset 
managers, process optimization, reporting.

Email: info@etops.ch

Reto Ringger, Founder & CEO Globalance Bank

Reto Ringger is the founder and CEO of Globalance Bank. 
In1995 he founded the SAM Group, which became a globally 
leading provider of sustainable investments. Globalance 
Bank enables private clients to invest in products of forward-
looking companies. Their approach is unique as they show 
investors the impact of their assets on the economy, society, 
and environment.

Email: info@globalanceworld.com
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*Q&A Reto Ringger & Pius Stucki
How are ESG issues impacting the wealth 
management sector today? What has been 
achieved so far, what are the opportunities and 
threats, and what is still to be done?

Author - Reto Ringger – Founder and CEO of 
Globalance Bank

Many companies boast about their climate-friendly 
practices. Almost every bank offers some sort of ESG 
product. But how many of these actually stand up 
to scrutiny? What makes product A sustainable? 
Are all the links in the supply chain of product B 
aligned with the standards of socially responsible 
practices? To allow investors to remove this lack of 
transparency in the sustainable investment market, 
Globalance has launched the Globalance World 
platform: an innovative tool for the visualization 
of all relevant data about the economic, societal, 
and environmental impact of either individual 
companies or whole portfolios, as well as their risk 
and profitability.

What are our options if we want to invest in a 
sustainable way? What are the key indicators to 
make our finances fit for the future? Do we want our 
money to go to the creation of innovative solutions 
instead of any destructive exploitation of the planet? 

Countless banks have stepped up and have trimmed 
their products for ESG. Sometimes this trimming 
remains rather superficial, but that is enough to 

call a product a "Climate Aware Fund" or an "Impact 
Fund." According to Swiss Sustainable Finance, an 
industry association for sustainable investments, 
sustainable investments in Switzerland have grown 
from CHF 390 billion in 2017 to CHF 1,520 billion in 
2021. However, sustainable does not necessarily mean 
sustainable. The financial products are competing 
in the huge market of sustainable investments 
and differ significantly – in their approach, their 
understanding of sustainability, and in their terms 
of costs as well. Some banks do not even share 
crucial information of which companies they are 
actually invested in. This is a lack of transparency 
similar to the mentality of the banking sector in the 
1980s and does not match the criteria of investors 
who are expecting transparency from a modern, 
future-oriented bank today. That's why we created 
Globalance World. Think "Tripadvisor" and "Google 
Earth" for investing, rolled into one. Globalance 
World is a digital globe that allows investors to see 
the impact and sustainability of their investments.

What are the positive contributions of my 
financial investments to the economy, society, 
environment, and especially to the climate? 

With the help of interactive infographics, Globalance 
World helps the user to understand the complex 
interrelationships of financial investments and their 
effects in the real world even better. Platform users 
are able to evaluate their entire portfolios - whether 
it is a global index such as S&P 500 or their portfolio – 
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and can set clear investment priorities and deep dive 
and examine a specific company, such as Unilever, 
BASF, or Allianz. Today Globalance World is able to 
visualize the operational impact of approximately 
8,000 companies from all over the world. Portfolios, 
indices, and companies are rated based on different 
criteria in four dimensions: climate, footprint, 
megatrends, and financial performance. So, in a 
nutshell, the platform provides innovative data 
visualizations and interactive design.

The "star" of the show is the interactive 3D globe that 
allows users to see the impacts of their investments 
sorted by country, e.g., the climate: Is your selected 
portfolio aligned with the Paris Agreement's 
two degrees Celsius climate stabilization plan? 
Consequently, if the portfolio globe is covered 
with orange and red regions, the earth warming 
potential of that portfolio is too high.

So, this earth warming potential value is the result 
of an intelligent approach: for a basic calculation, 
the model considers the relevant CO2 emissions 
of a company. First, direct emissions (Scope 1). 
These emissions came from the direct burning 
of fossil fuels, e.g., using a diesel generator, the 
company's own vehicle fleet, or, in the worst case, 
a coal-fired power plant. Second, indirect emissions 
(Scope 2), which represent the purchase of energy. 
So any energy procured for, let’s say, heating or 
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*Q&A Reto Ringger & Pius Stucki
cooling a shopping center is summarized in this 
category. Third, emissions which can be related to 
a company's value chains. These, of course, can be 
quite complex and can have multiple levels and 
dependencies, which made the data collection 
on these Scope 3 emissions very tricky. Scope 3 
emissions are generated either on upstream or 
downstream along the value chain. For example, 
purchasing rubber for tyres at Continental triggers 
CO2 emissions upstream. The CO2 emissions of 
a Volkswagen vehicle with a diesel aggregate 
during its entire lifetime would be an example of 
downstream emissions. 

The measurement of business-related emissions 
is a science in itself. Just as accounting (think of 
standards like IFRS or US GAAP) has evolved based 
on a precise set of rules over the last 30 years, the 
methods of measuring emissions are becoming 
more accurate as time goes by. The measurement 
is based on the global standard of the GHG Protocol, 
which is based on coordinated efforts of the World 
Resources Institute (WRI) and the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). It 
is considered to be the widely established standard 
for the compilation of greenhouse gas balances.

Globalance World provides all this data and visualizes 
it in an easily accessible and understandable way. 
In a second, users can understand intuitively the 
message the data is telling them.

The reactions of customers, companies, and the 
media since the launch in November 2020 have 
been impressive – so the related demand was as 
well. In a nutshell, this innovative investment tool 
provided by Globalance World is offering you real 
transparency, especially today, where more things 
seem to be sustainable and future-proofed than 
they actually are.
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Figure 1: Globalance World (FTSE 100) - World Impact View

Figure 2: Globalance World (FTSE 100) - Asset City View
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*Q&A Reto Ringger & Pius Stucki
What solution(s) does your company offer the 
market that addresses ESG issues, and how do 
they help wealth management firms manage 
their increasing obligations in this area?

Author - Pius Stucki – Founder and CEO of Etops 
Group AG

The sustainability aspect is one of the three key 
factors that are having a significant impact on 
wealth management today: the need for further 
digitalization, the need to address sustainability 
issues, and the continuing increase in regulatory 
measures.

The climate debate has clearly revealed that 
people around the globe are becoming more 
aware of sustainability issues. Numerous events 
and media reports, as well as appropriate financial 
products, clearly show that the financial industry 
is also prepared to adapt to this change and to 
provide investors with the best possible support 
in consciously orienting their investments towards 
sustainability. For the future, it will be important 
that asset management solutions not only deal with 
traditional financial market data but also consider 
and interpret figures from the sustainability sector. 
Companies such as Etops, having been in the 
market for years, support consolidating, analyzing, 
and visualizing the extensive data material.

Digital evaluation and analysis solutions that enable 
banks to provide transparency for existing individual 
or consolidated investment portfolios are becoming 
crucial and are allowing investors to evaluate 
individual positions or consolidated portfolios of 
banks or asset management companies according 
to ESG daily. These solutions are also used to analyze 
investment positions from different custodian 
banks under ESG criteria on a daily basis for high-
net-worth clients. With the market shift towards 
ESG investments, there is an increasing demand for 
a comprehensive ESG service that can map asset 
portfolios and be integrated into strategic asset 
management and investment advice.

The trend towards sustainability also enables 
wealth and asset managers to attract new client 
segments and provides an improved basis for 
successful discussions with future generations of 
their clients. ESG has therefore become a common 
term in the financial industry, and wealth managers 
need to understand new key measures such as 
footprint values, megatrend exposures, and climate 
impact. This will require additional data and new 
visualization approaches.

As a specialist for tailor-made reporting and data 
visualization solutions based on information 
retrieved from multiple sources, Etops created 
and implemented a completely new information 
approach in collaboration with the Zurich based 

Figure 3: Etops Sustainabilty Solutions

...
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Find out more about Etops

However, sustainable does not necessarily 
mean sustainable. The financial products are 
competing in the huge market of sustainable 
investments and differ significantly – in 
their approach, their understanding of 
sustainability, and in their terms of costs as 
well. Some banks do not even share crucial 
information of which companies they are 
actually invested in.

“

“

Globalance Bank, which specializes in sustainable 
investments and advises private clients, families, 
and foundations on how to invest their assets 
in a future-oriented way. The two-fold approach 
contains information provided in printable format 
and fully digitized formats as well. 

The digital approach we created was innovative 
and enabled a unique visualization of portfolios in 
the context of investments and sustainability by 
combining financial data with sustainability data 
and articles that focus on climate topics and specific 
megatrends around the globe. The browser-based 
solution offers both investors and interested parties 
a new perspective on the risks and opportunities of 
investments in the context of environmental, social, 
and economic impact (footprint). Additionally, it 
shows the impact on climate change, exposure to 
megatrends, and all relevant financial information 
such as performance, asset allocation, and more. 
Etops developed and implemented the complex 
backend using multiple data sources and 
aggregated the data in the required way in order to 
allow the frontend, with support from a company 
specialized in 3D data visualization, to generate 
unique, appealing, and comprehensive views and 
insights. This innovative data visualization approach 
for sustainable investments has been live since the 
end of 2020. 

Etops designed the architecture, developed the 
backend with all its aggregations, consolidations 

and computations, and enabled the results to be 
provided to the frontend. Etops implemented the 
whole system, both backend, and frontend, with 
a Swiss IT center and will operate and support the 
system in the future. Based on the knowledge 
and experience collected in various projects, Etops 
and axeed can offer standardized solutions for 
ESG reporting, both in printable form and via fully 
flexible dashboard solutions, with all slice and dice 
capabilities that modern data analytics tools can 
offer. Going forward, Etops will continue to focus 
on sustainability topics given the forthcoming EU 
regulatory changes and will integrate ESG analysis 
into its Portfolio Management Solution offering, 
combining it with investment proposals and 
portfolio optimization features. The cooperation 
with Globalance Bank will strengthen Etops position 
as a leading provider of ESG based solutions for the 
wealth management sector as well.
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The Wealth Mosaic (‘TWM’) are building the most comprehensive directory of solution providers 
across the world that meet the increasing business needs of the global wealth management 
sector. 

Their online directory now has over 5,000 solutions listed in their two initial directories: Technology & 
Data (WealthTech), and Consulting, Research & Support Services. Their directories are supported by 
over 2,900 knowledge resources which includes solution information, case studies, white papers and 
videos. 

For wealth managers, TWM aims to become the desktop tool of choice to help them discover the 
solutions and solution providers that are relevant to the needs of their business. 

For solution providers, TWM can support their positioning, exposure and business development 
needs in a more complex world by hosting and promoting their content and helping them create 
marketing collateral so they remain engaged in the market. 

Together, TWM is aimed at narrowing the knowledge gap between the buyers (wealth management 
firms) and sellers (solution providers) and supporting them to connect and do business.
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